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The learning schemes have the following advantages such
as low overhead, low complexity, distributed asynchronous
implementation and so on.

Abstract— We develop a distributed opportunistic routing
scheme with early congestion detection for multi-hop wireless
networks. The introduced scheme utilizes the functionality of
opportunistic routing and considering an expected average per
packet reward criterion, shortest path and so on. Congestion in
network causes packet loss and delayed packet delivery. By
detecting congestion earlier, the routing scheme which utilizes
the opportunities in the network can increase the rate of
performance and reliability of the network. We implement it in
the NS2 simulator and experiment with AODV routing protocol.
Index Terms—AODV protocol, Congestion
Opportunistic Routing, r-Decider Algorithm

II. RELATED WORKS
There are different related works are existing. First one is
theoretical formulation of Markov decision to opportunistic
routing. In this the decision of optimal route at any node is
to choose next hop depend on an index containing the
expected cost to forward packet from that hop to desired
destination. This index is computed in a distributed way and
has low complexity.
A unifying framework is provided by the stochastic
routing [4],[6] for all kinds of opportunistic routing
including GeRaF, EXOR and SDF. In GeRaF [3] which
represents geographic routing and forwarding choosing next
hop based on minimum geographical distance to the
required destination. But in EXOR[7] the optimal route is
selected in a manner which reduces the number of
transmission.
Nagshvar and Bhorkar proposed a paper which deals
congestion diversity of opportunistic routing. This paper
includes the issue of routing packets towards a multi-hop
network which contain multiple sources as well as wireless
links which has stochastic reliability and ensure outlined
expected delay. The main issues in the implementation of
minimum delay routing are keeping trade-off among routing
packets towards shortest path to receiver as well as
distributing traffic towards the network. Backpressure
variants of opportunistic routing ensure bounded expected
delay. Congestion diversity of opportunistic routing
combines features of shortest path and backpressure routing.
It provide improved reliability in network.
In particular, path diversity in wireless ad-hoc network is
introduced by Jain and Das [5]. The aim is to exhibit path
diversity to link layer by selecting next node to transmit data
when more than one nodes are available.

Detection,

I. INTRODUCTION
Conventional routing scheme [3],[4] uses fixed path
scheme which causes unnecessary retransmission of packet
and it cannot take the benefit of broadcast transmission
supported by the wireless medium. Opportunistic routing
overcomes [7] the problems of existing routing scheme.
Opportunistic routing made in an online way and selection
of next hop based on the actual transmission outputs and
rank order provided by neighboring hops. In opportunistic
routing, path diversity and broadcast nature of wireless
transmissions are exploited and simplifies impact of weak
wireless link.
The existing opportunistic routing does not deal with
congestion control [19]. When more packets sent to the
network which is greater than the capacity of intermediate
routers and this intermediate relay node discard many
packets which expecting that the end node can retransmit the
lost information. Also congestion can be defined as the loss
of network utility[14] because of high traffic loads. Due to
congestion, the network requires more time to forward
packet from source to desired destination as well as it leads
to packet loss. For advanced and reliable data transmission
first find the path which has congestion or chance of
congestion occurs. To overcome this route is deviated from
the congested node along with other considerations with
some parameters. This increases network performance.
The significant characteristics of proposed systems are
 It is forgetfulness to initial consideration of network.
 The decisions made by each node based on its
information obtained from its neighbors. ie. It is
distributed.
 At any time any hop can update their corresponding
information. ie. It is asynchronous.

III. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the routing of packets from a source hop ‘o’
to a desired destination hop ‘d’ in a wireless ad-hoc
network. It includes d+1 hops and the hop set contain
S={0,1,2,….,d}. the time is used for this purpose is slotted
as well as indexed. The forwarding packets are indexed and
is originated at source hop ‘o’ with arbitrary distribution
rate.We assume that the cost of transmission is greater than
0 for the packet transmitted from node i.
The successful transmission of packet from node to set of
neighboring nodes, the next route decision consists of three
processes such as retransmission of packet from node i,
relaying the transmitted packet by the neighbor node j, and
dropping
the
transmitted
packet by all neighbor nodes
other than relay node.
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The termination event of the packet is either the packet is
successfully received by the desired destination or the
packet is dropped by intermediate relay node before
reaching the intent destination.
We define the time for termination is a random variable
while packet is terminated. The termination events cause to
obtain two types rewards such as positive reward which is
due to successful delivery of all packets and no reward
which is due to the loss of packet before reaching its
destination. The successful delivery consider the index of
packets which summarizes shortest path, expected cost for
forwarding packets, information about the congestion in the
route and so on.
The main disadvantage of opportunistic routing is that the
set of rely nodes maximized to infinity due to the lack of
initial knowledge about the wireless network topology.
The deficiencies of opportunistic routing provided by
multiple source-multiple destination pairs can be
decomposed to the issue of transmitting packet from one
node to a specific desired target node is addressed. To solve
the problem of opportunistic routing we use distributed
system.

Initialization

Transmission(node i transmit packet)

Acceptance and Acknowledgement
(neighbor node receive packet and
communicate them)

Route decision (node i decide the
route)

Updation (adaptive computation at
node i)
Fig. 4.1 Flow chart of r-decider algorithm:
B. Detailed description of r-decider algorithm
1) Initialization :Initialize the value of hop count = 0,
score vector = 0, traffic rate = 0
2) Transmission stage :In transmission stage the source
node transmit packet.
3) Acceptance and acknowledgement stage :The
neighbor node which has successfully accept the packet
send back acknowledgement to transmitting node.
4) Route decision stage : Node i decide the route
according to the values of best score vector and traffic
rate at the route and so on. It include the information
about the shortest path, minimum cost route etc.
therefore node i announces to the selected node to
forward the packet to next hop and remaining nodes to
discard the packet.
5) Adaptive computation stage : This stage is also
known as update stage. After the route decision stage
the nodes updates their values of hop count , traffic rate,
score vector and so on.
In this proposed scheme the traffic rate is used to detect
congestion in the network. Congestion causes to delay in
packet delivery. One of the main task of network is to
reduce the delay in routing scheme. Because of the
uncertainty of the network, delay optimization becomes
major component in the routing choices. By using a
parameter which contain the index about the traffic in the
network according to the delay gives information of
congestion and the node can decide as well as deviate the
route. In another way, minimum delay can also be detected
by calculating time which is small to receive packet
successfully among the set of neighbors.
The computational issue of r-decider algorithm is low both
in the case of control overhead and complexity of
computation.

IV. DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM
This section describe about the r-decider algorithm. This
algorithm deals about the routing decision at any node. The
packets are transmitted in a distributed way for the
efficiency of routing. By using r-decider algorithm choose
one as a next transmitter node.
A. r-Decider Algorithm
As discussed earlier, routing decision taken by any node
depends on the result of successful outcomes of neighboring
nodes and it involves the processes such as retransmission,
selecting next relay node, termination and so on. Our
proposed model takes decision in a distributed way through
the three way communication between node I and its
surrounded neighboring nodes.
1. Node i transmit packets to its neighbors
2. Neighbor nodes who have received the packet without
loss from node i , forward acknowledgement (ACK)
message to node i . Moreover, the ACK includes the
identity of node and control message which has best
score value for transmitting packet.
3. Node i decide the next node based on values of above
criteria and announces to selecting node to forward
packet as well as all other nodes to drop the packet.
The routing decisions taken by node i at any time is
depends on an best score value. Node i uses two types of
parameters which are counting variables and positive
scalars. The counting variables represents how many times
the neighbor nodes received or acknowledged the packets
which are forwarded from node i. The positive scalars used
to update the best score value.
The components of r-decider algorithm are initialization,
transmission, acceptance and acknowledgement, route
decision and adaptive computation.
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destination in the absence of any knowledge about link
qualities and network topology. r-Decider allows packet
transmission in distributed manner and can be implemented
in practically under idealized assumptions on network and
reliability of acknowledgment.
The performance of r-Decider is investigated via
simulations. Simulation results elicits that r-Decider
outperforms the existing routing protocols and the routing
decisions are adapted to the network models.
The early congestion detection improves the network
performance and the long term average per packet reward
criterion maximizes reliability of data transmission.
Moreover, the proposed system reduces expected cost for
packet forwarding and also chooses shortest path. An
important area of future work comprises of developing fast
converging algorithms which optimize the regret as a
performance measure of interest.
The design of routing protocols needs consideration of
congestion control along with the throughput performance.
Our base paper does not consider the issue of congestion
control. Incorporating congestion control in opportunistic
routing algorithms to minimize expected delay in an
oblivious network. For more reliable data transmission
along these properties add a parameter which helps to detect
congestion in the route. Thus data transmitted efficiently.

Table 4.1 Overhead Comparison
V. ROUTING PROTOCOL
AODV is the protocol that takes into consideration for
opportunistic routing. AODV represents Ad-hoc On-demand
Distance Vector routing protocol. It is a reactive routing
protocol and is used for both wireless ad-hoc network and
mobile ad-hoc networks for unicast, broadcast and multicast
routing. AODV neglect the problem of counting to infinity
by using set of numbers in route updates.
VI. AODV WORKING
I n AODV protocol, the network is not active until
connection required. When a node wants connection the
needy node broadcasts request. The AODV nodes create a
temporary route to needy node or source node on
backwards. Then the needy node use this route for
communication. When a fail occur, a routing error send back
to the source node.
The following features of AODV make use of it on
opportunistic routing simulation.
 AODV establishes a route only on demand and it
conserves the messages of route request.
 Each route request is assigned with a sequence number.
By using this sequence number nodes do not repeat the
same route request that already passed through it.
 The route request contains “time to live” value that
controls the retransmission.
If the route request damaged or lost we do not resend the
request until the time expired.
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